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About This Game

The team behind the hit party games Fibbage, Quiplash, and YOU DON’T KNOW JACK presents Drawful 2 the game of
terrible drawings and hilariously wrong answers! Use your phone or tablet to draw funny and challenging things like “creepy

tiger” or “two moms having a great day.”

Players type in what they think the (probably terrible) drawing really is and then everyone - even an audience of potentially
thousands of players – votes on what they think is the correct answer.

Drawful 2 is a go-to party game that everyone can play and enjoy!

Drawful 2 includes new features like the ability to add your own user generated prompts to make even weirder games full of in-
jokes with your friends, as well as expanded tools for streaming.

Note: Drawful 2 is in English only.
Note: This game is local multiplayer, but can be enjoyed over streams with remote players.
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Publisher:
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Just beat the last boss and I have mixed feelings.

I really enjoyed the graphics and music in it game. Few levels was fun enough to say they were good. Some parts of game
mechanics like character movement are really enjoyable.

What I found annyoing was level design. I really hated when I just have nothing more to do than just jump into the spikes. I also
hated the very last jump in last level where you need to be very precise and double jump correctly. I found myself often
jumping to death just because I don't know if I can jump there or not.

And the bugs... some of them were fun (backwards dash looks funny), some of them not (stuck on that green moving platform
with spikes). I also couldn't get my gamepad working - it worked at the beginning but I couldn't set my x\/y axis after I changed
settings to default by mistake so I ended up playing this on keyboard. The game also crashed once (between levels 2 and 3 afair).

If that would be 4.99\u20ac (or more) game then I would say a big NO to this game. I bought it for 0.59\u20ac and I consider it
a fair price for that. So yeah, I'm going to recommend it.. 30fps cap
Constant flicker @4k with freesync because of 30fps cap.
Why is a game like this famecapped so low?? Its basically 2d.
Do not buy its unplayable for more then 2 min because of this flicker unless you want a serious headache.
Glad I didn't pay much for this.. It just feels messy and too much going on. if you like powerup race games then this is for you.
race arcade meets my needs better for just a simple overhead racing game with lots of players locally. i was also hoping for 8
player controller support, but its 4 controllers that you share each side of it. Others try ! I succeed... This DLC contains the
Musketeer's hat (30% damage reduction), the Rapier (around 2500 DPS) and the Nightgale pet :

Sprint speed + 25%

Distance infected detected + 2000m

Health bonus + 100%

Weight bonus 30A frenchie DLC for baguette lovers.. Promising in theory, dissapointing in reality. Don't bother..
Alright game, I wouldn't say its the best,; I don't like how the controls are or the way the character jumps, I'd like more
control on the way he jumps etc. But it's worth the 70 pence.

If this were my game I'd add more players to choose from, a live leaderboard and XP as that can draw more people to
play the game, I'd also release the game on IOS as I believe this could be realitvley popular.

But its not my game so do as you please, this is just my feedback :). I have had about an hour and a half of play so far. I
like it. Good for someone who likes other simulation type games. The pace may be slow for some, but I have enjoyed it
while watching some Arrested Development. So far it reminds me of Farming Simulator and Construction Simulator
(2014 for Android).
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It is like axis and allies alot but is fun. You have to plan most of your actions in advance. Don't like that you can hit your own
ships if you don't watch were the ships are. They are sometimes really close and the back ships start first... I am regret for
buying this sh**! :(. I'm no expert in Squash but I'm becoming an expert in "hit the ball with a paddle" VR games and this is one
of the good ones.

Pros:
Nice graphics
satisfying physics
single player progression
room sliding feels good

Cons:
No options
hands are reversed with Windows MR
price is a little high
No multiplayer

Not much to say it's basically racketball with cartoony opponents. Graphics are very good cartoony opponents almost look as
good as KK league and their animation adds to the immersion as you slide around the court. Speaking of sliding, that works well
too. Always puts you in the right position almost feels magical how you slide around the court.

 Despite the fact that they released like 5 different "Kings" games at the same time it doesn't feel cheaply made. Makes me want
to try the other games in this series..
Very nice and fun game!
Might have some secrets, found only a couple so far!
I liked the weapon/mount select system and the fatigue!
-
Didn't like the hunger stuff (bit of fun though)
Expensive for just 3 hours of gameplay!. A great point and click game, possibly the best game in the entire Cube Escape/Rusty
Lake series except for maybe "Cube Escape: Seasons".

Pros:

- Over 30 levels (!), including some secret levels.
- Rich, creepy atmosphere, which is par for the course for this game series.
- Nice artwork and music.
- Adds a ton of new lore to the series, and background stories for some of the recurring characters, without losing the obscure,
esoteric appeal of the series.
- Reasonably priced - for 3$, you get a lot of bang for your buck.
- Decent length: my first playthrough took me 7 hours (although I was taking my time).

Cons:

- Despite the large number of levels, each level is rather short and the puzzles are simpler than in other games.
- Levels are self-contained, meaning that puzzles don't encompass several levels (except for one bonus puzzle after you beat the
game). If you liked the gigantic puzzle in "Seasons" that took 2 hours to complete, you might be disappointed here.
- Many of the puzzle types are recycled from previous games in the series (and from other games in the Point & Click genre).
- Little replay value.

All in all I greatly enjoyed the game, and would definitely recommend it to fans of the Cube Escape series. For those who aren't
familiar with the Cube Escape universe, I would recommend playing the previous games first (they're available for free online,
and great fun).

Final Verdict: 8.3 out of 10. A very interesting expansion that adds new features. Personally i think the Forgotten are a pain to
use because of their way of getting technology but thats just because I don't play them correctly. Best DLC MAP ever for me
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Good job OVERKILL you succeed stole my wallet. Very short game, I finished it in 4 hours. While playing, I didn't find the
game to be that much fun, and I would not recommend it to anyone unless it was free.. why to everything.... just why? the main
games are acceptable but this? just go play bloons td if you want a good tower defense game... I bought this game when it was
on sale for $1, and I still feel like I over-paid for this game.

I don't necessarily have a problem with tower games being formulaic, as that is largely inescapable. However, there is little to no
imagination expressed in this game at all. Movement is slow, animations poor, art extremely basic, and story? Non-existent
(regardless of the claims of 'altering history' in the game description).

Even if entirely free, this game is not a worthwhile use of your time. There are a large variety of tower games available on flash-
game sites that are far more engrossing and imaginative than this (i.e. the Gemcraft series, or the Protector series).

I regret purchasing this game.
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